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Journalling the Understanding of Accounts: 

Taking Aid from the Expert :) 

Pune, Maharashtra | October 19th, 2022 

 

Certain subjects require more of practicality and applicability than 

theory so as to understand it. Such is the case when it comes to 

accountancy. To grasp the practicality of accountancy, the students 

of Grade XI-C (Commerce) visited S.B. Patil Public School’s accounts 

department to understand the different types of accounts 

maintained. Following is a narrative by Erleen Kaur Nezar, a student of 

the class: 

 

“To understand the subject of accounts better and more practically, we visited the accounts department of 

our school. We were accompanied by our subject teacher, Ms. Aayesha Syed. 

 

Our senior accountant, Ruchita ma'am gave us information about different accounts maintained like: cash 

book, petty cash, journals, ledgers, etc. During the visit, she also informed us about different everyday 

transactions.  She specifically explained about the dual concept: debit what comes in, and credit what goes 

out; debit the receiver, credit the giver; debit all expenses and losses, credit all gains and incomes. 

 

We were excited to practically observe all these things which we learned theoretically in our subject. One of 

the concepts we learned was accrual, that is, how transactions are entered into accounts before the cash or 

the amount is received. 

 

Then came the most interesting part: unknown accounts. As explanation: unknown accounts are recorded as a 

“suspense a/c” which, in lay-man terms, is a temporary account made for entries of unknown accounts – and 

that is subsequently removed once the account is known. 

 

We asked several questions about different types of errors during preparation of financial accounts, how to 

rectify them, how bank transactions take place. Both Aayesha ma’am and Ruchita ma’am answered the 

questions that helped clear our concepts. Whilst this visit may have been brief, it was indeed very interesting, 

informative and fruitful to all that we learn in class. 

 

Lastly, we the students of the commerce section of XI-C would like to thank our principal, Dr. Bindu Saini ma'am; 

class, vice principal, Padmavati ma’am, class and subject teacher, Aayesha ma'am, and of course, the senior 

accountant, Ruchita ma'am for giving us this wonderful opportunity of practically observing the maintenance 

of accounts in an organisation. 

 

From all of us at XI-C… a biiiig thank you!” 

 


